
Nutrinvent BalanceTM

Water Saving Solution

of consumers in UK
have already changed

their bathroom
routines to use less

water2 

is what water heating
represents in Europe's

households energy
consumption4 

 14.8%

To address this concern, the answer is simple: we need to use less water.
It provides a real opportunity to develop innovations that will help

consumers to have a positive impact on the environement. 

Nutrinvent Balance delivers instant sebum reduction on the scalp from the
first application, with improvements in scalp oiliness with repeated use,

combined with consumer-perceivable improvements in hair aesthetics and the
opportunity for consumers to adapt their usual hair wash routines and reduce

their water consumption. 

Consumers are increasingly aware of the impact that
their habits have on the environment, with water

consumption becoming a key consideration. 

Smart science to improve lives™

Less than 1% of 
water on Earth is 
liquid and 
freshwater1

By 2030, 2.7 
billion people will 
live in water-
scarce areas2 

North America  
More than 

250L 

Europe  
Around 

150L

Latin America
Between 50 

and 100L

Africa  
Around 

15L

According to the 
United Nations, a 
person consumes 
an average of 
137L of 
freshwater per 
day1 

In France, 
body hygiene 
represents 
39% of 
freshwater 
use per day3

22%

What can we do?

How can we make a change?

Non-warranty
The information in this publication is believed to be accurate and is given in good faith, but no representation or warranty as to its completeness or accuracy is made. Suggestions for uses or applications are only opinions.
Users are responsible for determining the suitability of these products for their own particular purpose. No representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made with respect to information or products including, without

limitation, warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non-infringement of any third party patent or other intellectual property rights including, without limit, copyright, trademark and designs. Any trademarks
identified herein, unless otherwise noted, are trademarks of the Croda group of companies.
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For every tonne of Nutrinvent Balance used, the estimated:

carbon emissions avoided are:Water saved is:

129.4 million litres
the annual equivalent of drinking 

229,412 kgCO2
 equivalent to 

 return flights from Paris to 
 London9 

4,588
water for 155,982 

people8

 
bottles (250ml)
of shampoo or
conditioner can

be made with 1T
of Nutrinvent

Balance

88L
the average 
quantity of 
water used 

in 1 hair 
wash5

29.4%
the average 
reduction in 

wash cycle with 
the use of 

Nutrinvent 
Balance

400,000 2. 55
the average 
times hair is 
washed per 

week6

8 min
the average 
time it takes 
to wash and 

condition 
hair7




